Text-scanning patterns of blind readers using Optacon and braille.
Tactual reading usually requires the coordinated use of the forearm/hand motor and tactile sensory systems. Therefore, in a series of studies of tactual reading behavior, we chose to record the text-scanning patterns of adult blind readers in an attempt to gain further insight into the nature of this process. Reading behavior for four modes of tactual reading was recorded (embossed braille one-hand, embossed braille two-hands, Optacon/letterprint, and Optacon/Inkbraille) by detecting and recording the instantaneous position of light-emitting diodes unobtrusively attached to the finger(s) or the Optacon camera. In addition to the comparative evaluation of the four sets of reading patterns, the salient features of the Optacon/letterprint patterns were quantitatively analyzed in an attempt to characterize this particular mode of reading. The text-scanning patterns of Optacon readers have not been previously reported. In general the text-scanning behavior for all modes of tactual reading seems to be similar; the only remarkable difference appears to be in the reading rates. Regarding Optacon/letterprint performance, reading rate was found to be significantly and negatively correlated with line-changing time and the number of regressions. No significant correlation was evident between rate and regression magnitude.